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American Director Steven Soderbergh Sold -Logan Lucky- for distribution in China
By Shanghai-based Linmon Pictures

PARIS - BEIJING - HOLLYWOOD, 15.05.2016, 08:40 Time

USPA NEWS - Shanghai-based Linmon Pictures has acquired Steven Soderbergh's top-secret directorial project 'Logan Lucky' for
distribution in China. Channing Tatum, Michael Shannon and Adam Driver are set to star in the film, which will mark Soderbergh's
return to feature filmmaking....

Shanghai-based Linmon Pictures has acquired Steven Soderbergh's top-secret directorial project 'Logan Lucky' for distribution in
China. Channing Tatum, Michael Shannon and Adam Driver are set to star in the film, which will mark Soderbergh's return to feature
filmmaking. The deal was part of a trio of sales made by FilmNation to Linmon. The Chinese company also has acquired Michael
Grandage's 'Genius', starring Colin Firth, Jude Law and Nicole Kidman, and forthcoming sci-fi 'Redivider', starring Dan Stevens and
directed by Tim Smit. China release dates for the three films will be determined by the country's state regulators. 

Steven Soderbergh is an American film producer, director, screenwriter, cinematographer and editor. His indie drama 'Sex, Lies, and
Videotape' (1989) won the Palme d'Or at the Cannes Film Festival, and became a worldwide commercial success, making the
then-26-year-old Soderbergh the youngest director to win the festival's top award. He is best known for directing critically acclaimed
commercial Hollywood films like :

- Crime comedy 'Out of Sight' (1998),
- The biographical film 'Erin Brockovich' (2000),
- The crime drama film 'Traffic' (2000)
- The 2001 remake of the comedy heist film 'Ocean's 11',
- The comedy-drama 'Magic Mike' (2012)
(...)

Linmon Pictures was launched in 2014 by Zhou, former head of Shanghai Media Group, and fellow SMG albums Su Xiao, Chen Fei
and Xu Xiao´ou. The boutique studio was set up with an initial $15 million (RMB100 million) round of financing from Chinese tech giant
Tencent.
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